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Bring a Privatized Banking
Seminar to your city.
Present the powerful combination of • Demystifies Fractional Reserve Banking

Austrian Economics,
The Sound Money Solution
& The Infinite Banking Concept
to your Special Group

• Learn how you can personally secede from
our crumbling monetary regime and improve
your financial future.
• Sound economic reasoning with a sound
private strategy to direct the individual
toward the escape exit.
• Learn the warning signs of a coming crash
and the steps you need to take to avoid them.

3 Speaker / Authors from the
Austrian School of Economics

L. Carlos Lara
Robert P. Murphy, Ph.D.
Paul A. Cleveland, Ph.D.
3 Dynamic, Informative, Inspirational
and Educational Hours
Inquire directly with Carlos Lara 615-482-1793,
or Robert P. Murphy 212-748-9095,
or e-mail us at info@usatrustonline.com
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The welfare State is merely a
method for transforming the market
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Learn more in person from Lara,
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at these upcoming appearances.
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& M U R P HY
L. Carlos Lara manages a consulting firm
specializing in corporate
trust services, business
consulting and debtorcreditor relations.
The firm’s primary
service is working with
companies in financial
crisis. Serving business
clients nationwide over a
period of three decades,
these engagements have
involved companies in
most major industries
including, manufacturing, distribution and retail. Lara
incorporated his consulting company in 1976 and is
headquartered in Nashville, Tennessee.
He married Anne H. Browning in 1970.
Together they have three children and five
grandchildren.
Dr. Robert P. “Bob” Murphy received his Ph.D.
in economics from New
York University. After
teaching for three years at
Hillsdale College, Murphy
left academia to work for
Arthur Laffer’s investment
firm. Murphy now
runs his own consulting
business and maintains
an economics blog at
ConsultingByRPM.com.
He is the author of several
economics books for the
layperson, including The
Politically Incorrect Guide to the Great Depression and the
New Deal (Regnery, 2009).
Murphy is an adjunct scholar with the Ludwig
von Mises Institute. He lives in Nashville, Tennessee
with his wife and son.
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Dear Readers
The system whereby the government undertakes protecting the health and well being of its citizens,
especially those in financial or social need, by means of grants, pensions and other benefits is the welfare state.
Here in the United States, the New Deal programs of President Franklin D. Roosevelt laid the foundations
for the modern welfare state we have today. At present there are 100 million Americans receiving some form
of government aid—aid that must be paid for by the producers in society.
As a politico-economic system, the welfare state is un-economic. Its chief concern is the distribution,
or re-distribution of goods and services and not their production. Unless it is linked with capitalism in some
manner, this system has no plan for production.
Those that view the welfare state as a form of social justice would certainly not characterize it in these
terms, but it is difficult to dismiss the obvious. A government that continues to promote such a system is
being parasitic. It is continually siphoning the fruits of labor from society’s producers. Instead of adding to
production, it subtracts from it and diminishes the producer’s incentive to continue to produce.
In Rothbard’s famous Anatomy of the State, he makes clear that production must always precede
confiscation; the free market is anterior to the State.
“The state has never been created by a ‘social contract’; it has always been born in conquest and exploitation. The
classic paradigm was a conquering tribe pausing in its time-honored method of looting and murdering a conquered
tribe, to realize that the time-span of plunder would be longer and more secure, and the situation more pleasant, if
the conquered tribe were allowed to live and produce, with the conquerors settling among them as rulers exacting a
steady annual tribute.”
But wait, predation cannot go on forever. “The robber (ultimately) destroys his own sustenance.” Though
there have been times in the past when government has been constrained and the free market allowed to
flourish that is certainly not the case today. The welfare state has not only grown in size and power, but it is
now exercising that power in increasingly exploitative ways. It’s accelerating toward its own end and ours
with it.
Do we have a choice? On the one hand, there is the free market with creative productivity, free exchange
and cooperation. On the other there is the continuous parasitic seizure of this production. Which will it be
for us, production or predation?
Let us not forget that all governments must have the support of the public in order to continue in
office. More importantly, the class that actually constitutes the bureaucracy of government is a rather
small minority. To outweigh this minority all it takes is 10% of us to turn it all around. Deliver this
message and stay the course!
Yours truly,
Carlos and Bob
“It is the masses that determine the course of history, but its initial movement must start with the individual.”
- How Privatized Banking Really Works
Lara-Murphy Report
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Pulse on the Market
Lock ‘n load

Feeding Bigger Gov ’t

Boots & Drones
Deployed to RNC

Government Uses Spending to Try to Fix
Ethanol Mandate

On the one hand, it was hilarious that
the August 24 edition of the Tampa
Tribune had a top headline announcing,
“DRONES
DEPLOYED
FOR
RNC.” On the other hand, it should
be terrifying. We can remember that
just a few years ago, some people didn’t
believe it when you would mention that
the government was using surveillance
drones above US soil—they thought
“the government just uses those in
Afghanistan.” Nope, as history teaches,
the techniques and equipment are first
perfected in foreign wars, then brought
to the homeland. If you haven’t seen
some of the pictures to realize just how
much of a true police state Tampa is
right now, do a google image search of
“Tampa RNC police state.” (As of this
writing, this website has plenty of good
photos: http://publicintelligence.net/
rnc-2012-police-state/.) It sure doesn’t
look like your grandfather’s America.

In mid-August, the government announced that the USDA would “buy up to
$170 million of pork, lamb, chicken and catfish to help drought-stricken farmers,
the White House said Monday as President Barack Obama brought his re-election
campaign to rural voters in Iowa. The purchase for food banks and other federal food
nutrition programs is expected to help producers struggling with the high cost of feed
during the worst drought in a quarter-century,” according to a Fox News article.
What the government didn’t mention is that the mandate on ethanol—by which
refiners are forced to hit certain targets for how much ethanol is used in the
nation’s fuel mix—is responsible for a large surge in corn prices. Indeed, almost
40% of the nation’s corn crop is currently going into vehicles, instead of bellies.
The ethanol mandate drives up not just the price of corn, but of any substitute
crops (such as soybeans) that now have a relatively reduced supply (because
farmers devote more of their acreage to corn, given the captive market provided
by the ethanol mandate). With higher feed prices, we in turn get higher prices
for beef, poultry, and so on.
Of course, other things equal, a severe drought will drive up commodity prices
and put a strain on the nation’s farmers and ranchers. But the ethanol mandate
(which was last enhanced in 2007, under that “free market conservative” George
W. Bush) provided a background against which natural variations lead to larger
spikes in price than would otherwise occur.

Recent developments that may be of interest
to readers of the Lara-Murphy Report…

Pulse on the Market
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Pulse on the Market
Bending the Rules

Protecting Us From Hard Mone y

Germans Aren’t
Sticklers for Rules
Against ECB Bond
Buying

Peter Schiff Opens “Hard Money”
Gold Accounts

Early this month, Bloomberg reported
that members of Chancellor Merkel’s
coalition parties wouldn’t stand in the
way of the European Central Bank
buying the sovereign debt of European
governments. The ECB plans to work
“in tandem” with the “rescue funds” that
the various European governments have
already established—funded by their tax
receipts—to bail out their beleaguered
brethren.
This is just another example of a familiar
pattern: A massive new government
entity is created, with all sorts of “checks
and balances” to prevent abuse. Then,
when a crisis presents itself, the rules
are slowly chipped away. It should go
without saying that the German people
(not to mention others) would never
have given up the mark and accepted
the euro, if they knew a decade down
the road, the ECB would be printing
euros out of thin air, in order to buy
bonds issued by the Spanish and Italian
governments. It was precisely because
of prohibitions on this sort of thing,
that when the crisis first hit, the “rescue
funds” had to be created by the strong
European governments themselves. But
since they lack a printing press, gosh
it would just be too expensive to keep
propping up the bonds that way! So now
we turn to the easy solution of printing
money. The debt is literally being
monetized in Europe, as in the United
States. Yields are still ridiculously low
on various government bonds, but they
can’t stay this way forever. Eventually
reality will reassert itself.
Pulse on the Market

Financial blogger Robert Wenzel reports, “ You can open accounts in dollars or gold
bullion at the new Euro Pacific Bank Ltd, launched by Peter Schiff…You can even get
a ‘gold debit card’ that you can use anywhere in the world. It’s backed by actual gold,
which converts to whatever currency you’re needing at the time you visit an ATM.
There’s one catch if you are an American: you can’t open an account at this bank if
you’re a U.S. citizen.”
We know people are divided in anti-Fed circles about the proper response. Some
think we should all load up on gold and silver, while others think it’s safe to keep
their wealth in the form of available cash value in whole life policies. But that’s
not our point in this blurb: We draw your attention to the fact that because of
government regulations, Schiff thought it would just be easier to not bring on
U.S. clients. When people ask, “If fiat money is so bad, why don’t people just go
back to using commodity money?”, keep this type of situation in mind.

Recent developments that may be of interest
to readers of the Lara-Murphy Report…
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We face today in this country a series of problems of such massive proportions that it is unnerving to even write about them. They are so utterly
overwhelming and unsolvable that it is easy to see
why they are mostly being ignored. These problems
are not new. They have been around for quite some
time, but they are now growing at an alarming rate
and the evidence is being felt everywhere. Americans are sensing with increasing apprehension that
things are not right. The fact that government officials and politicians do not speak about these issues
with any degree of seriousness is making the nation
fearful. Their search for real answers is mounting.
What we are referencing is the entirety of “the
national debt.” This is the federal government debt
held by the public—all individuals, corporations,
state and local governments, foreign governments,
and other entities outside the United States Government. The official numbers peg it to the penny
at being $15,960,468,522,111.20 as of August 22,
2012. You can check this for yourself by going to a
website run by the United States Treasury Department called TreasuryDirect.1
This number corresponds precisely with the number we wrote about in our book, How Privatized
Banking Really Works, in July of 2010. At that time
the number stood at 14 trillion—an unfathomable
debt number during a period when much of the
public was scrambling to protect what was left of
their financial holdings. At the same time they were
still overcoming shell shock from the 2008 economic crisis and trying to understand what had happened to our financial system. Unless you were an
economist or someone who was into tracking these
sorts of numbers, no average American had an accurate assessment of the gargantuan size and meaning

of a trillion dollars. Consequently, when they began
to realize that our national debt was f-o-u-r-t-e-e-n
trillion dollars it was scandalous.
The Tip of the Iceberg
There is however, an unofficial debt number—a
number that makes the official debt seem puny in
comparison. It has always been accounted for, but it
has been handled and discussed differently by government officials. Consequently, we have all been
overlooking it. This debt number corresponds directly with the promises the United States government has made to the American people. Promises
it cannot possibly keep. These are the obligations of
Social Security and Medicare-Medicaid benefits.
They increase the official national debt figure substantially if we project outward for, say, 75 years.
“If you add up all of the promises that have been
made for spending obligations, including defense
expenditures, and you subtract all the taxes that
we expect to collect, the difference is $211 trillion.
That’s the fiscal gap. That’s our true indebtedness.”2
—Laurence J. Kotlikoff 3
Professor of Economics
Boston University

U

The man who says this is no financial slouch. He
served as a senior economist on President Ronald
Reagan’s Council of Economic Advisors and holds
several other prestigious academic credentials. He
has been tracking these numbers as far back as 2007.
I am not sure of his economic school persuasion, but
he certainly speaks and writes as an economist who

There is however, an unofficial debt
number—a number
S. S. Huebner
that makes the official debt seem puny in comparison.
Hope Admist the Coming Storm
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The difference with government and its government-mandated central bank is
that, unlike the typical household that can actually go broke, they possess the
machinery to direct the nation’s cash flow into their own coffers.
has come to his senses. In various publications he
stresses that these outrageous numbers signify that
the U.S. is bankrupt and that all of this will end in
a very nasty manner. For proof he cites the 2010
International Monetary Fund’s (IMF) Annual Review of U.S. Economic Policy and the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO) Long Term Budget Outlook,
released in June of this year.
Upon examination of the IMF report, here are
some significant excerpts that, in essence, underscore his statements.
1. “The U.S. fiscal gap associated with today’s
federal fiscal policy is huge for plausible discount
rates. …This implies that closing the fiscal gap
requires a permanent fiscal adjustment equal to
about 14 percent of U.S. GDP.”
2.“Since the federal government has historically
collected about 18.4 percent of GDP in tax revenues, this means that mandatory programs may
absorb all federal revenues sometime around
2050, or as early as 2026. As a result, future entitlement reforms will be necessary to restore fiscal sustainability.”
3.“Under current policies, the United States federal debt is projected to grow rapidly due to a
combination of large budget deficits before and
after the (2008) crisis, as well as, over the medium
term, demographic factors and healthcare inflation. As part of the medium term adjustment, the
authorities would need to raise taxes and/or cut
transfers (distributions and benefits) substantially to avoid an undesirable escalation of the debtto-GDP ratio. The longer the wait, the larger the
necessary adjustment will be and the greater the
burden on future generations.”
Hope Admist the Coming Storm

International Monetary Fund 4
Washington, DC
Section VI
July 10, 2010

U

Here is how they are arriving at these numbers.
The baby boomers that have begun collecting Social
Security benefits and will continue to do so in about
15 to 20 years will average about $40,000 per person. If you multiply that by 78 million individuals
you arrive at $3 trillion per year in debt—dollars the
government does not have and has not sufficiently
planned for. In layman’s terms, the IMF report is
saying that to meet this huge shortfall officials will
need to increase everybody’s taxes and cut benefits
immediately. In order to equal 14% of GDP that
means an immediate tax hike by two-thirds of what
we are now paying and cutting every dollar of future
spending by 40%. Those are such astronomical adjustments no one sees how they can be implemented
without serious ramifications and public outcry.
The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) summarized it this way:
“The explosive path of federal debt under the alternative fiscal scenario [in which the government
defers politically difficult choices, as it historically
has done] underscores the need for large and timely policy changes to put the federal government on
a sustainable fiscal course. Policymakers will need
to increase revenues substantially above historical levels as a percentage of GDP, decrease spending significantly from projected levels, or adopt
some combination of those two approaches.”
The Congressional Budget Office 5
The 2012 Long-Term Budget Outlook
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Now we see why Congress is paralyzed. If these
remedial actions are implemented too slowly it leads
to greater debt accumulation and will have little or
no effect. If the tax hikes and spending cuts are implemented immediately and at these recommended
levels, millions of Americans will not be able to
make that kind of an adjustment. No one is prepared for it.
$11 Trillion Debt Increase In 1 Year
While Congress wrestled with a method to cut
$210 billion a year for a decade and finally gave
up in frustration, the real debt grew by $11 trillion
dollars. That would be the actual calculation using
Kotlikoff ’s estimates. That’s because the total debt is
compounding. Understand that the fiscal gap covers
everything and is the present value difference between
projected future spending and revenue. In other
words, the government needs that much money in
their possession right now and invested somewhere
yielding at least 5% to cover future obligations.
Short of that scenario, they will need to double all
personal, corporate and federal estate taxes and cut
future spending by almost half starting today.
Other economists have also been following these
numbers and some do not calculate the numbers as
high as Kotlikoff ’s, but they are still in the 90 to 100
trillion-dollar range. Even if Kotlikoff is off by 50%,
$100 trillion is still an incredible amount of debt to
pass on to future generations.
We don’t need to be economists to read the writing on this wall. This is similar to the predicament
of a household that has not adequately saved for the
future, is throwing money away in the stock market
and continues to run up credit card charges thinking
that it will all take care of itself at some point down
the road. A household in this condition we all know
is going to go broke and once credit is cut off the
end is well known.
The difference with government and its government-mandated central bank is that, unlike the
Hope Admist the Coming Storm
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typical household that can actually go broke, they
possess the machinery to direct the nation’s cash
flow into their own coffers. They hold the purse
strings to the nation’s money and can continue to
squander its remaining wealth for quite some time
to come. How long will they do it? No one knows
for sure. But based on where we are today we must
be vigilant and careful with our financial moves. It
is probably accurate to say that taxes are going up,
benefits to millions will be cut, monetary inflation
will continue and prices will go up on everything.
Once this realization starts to set into the minds
of the public as it is starting to now, everyone will
want to know what to do. The time for facing these
inescapable issues has finally arrived. The public will
want answers not only to their personal financial
situation, but they will also want to know what they
can reasonably expect of their future in an economic
environment such as this.
What Can We Do?
The very best thing we can do is actually already
being done. In the midst of the most negative news
we have faced thus far, exceptional and positive
things are happening. All we need is to open our
eyes and see that tens of thousands, perhaps hundreds of thousands are currently involved in turning
all of this corrupt and inefficient monetary policy
around. Each day, and in their own way, from wherever their homes or places of business may be, these
lovers of liberty are educating and converting others.
Each new convert becomes a part of the 10%. Those
that are already involved in this dynamic movement
understand the power of this percentage number
and know it can explode at the right time. So, they
keep adding more to it.

The incredible thing about it is that this is not
a new movement. It’s been going on for nearly 60
years. The Foundation For Economic Education6
has taught and converted thousands of young people
since its doors first opened in the 1940s. The Mises
Institute7 has been doing it for 30 years. What are
they teaching? — Austrian economics, sound money
and free-market principles. The more the economic
crisis escalates the harder they work at spreading the
message. What we need to understand, especially in
times like these, is that a solid foundation has already been laid and it’s not dormant. It is active, in
motion. The Internet is on their side and the numbers keep growing. In that alone there is great hope
that a nationwide groundswell is at hand.
To add to this surge is IBC, the Infinite Banking
Concept. Nelson Nash, an Austrian convert himself, comes along just in the nick of time and discovers the ideal financial solution for turbulent times
such as these. Like an answered prayer families and
businesses seeking shelter from the financial storm
now have a way of escape. But who will tell them
about it? This is where those readers who are IBC
practitioners come in, and why your role is so vitally
important. Not only are you the carrier of the IBC
message, but also your efforts and those of thousands of other financial advisors such as yourself will
most likely be the ones to finally trigger the tipping
point we’ve all been waiting for.

U

Proof That The 10% Will Do It

I will end here by saying that nothing encouraged
me more in the days leading up to writing this article than the e-mail message I received from IBC
practitioner, Kim Butler. My hope is that it will encourage you. The subject line said it all: Proof that the

What we need to understand is that a solid foundation has already
been laid and it’s not dormant. It is active, in motion. The Internet is on
S. S. Huebner
their side and the numbers keep growing. In that alone there is
great hope that a nationwide groundswell is at hand.

Hope Admist the Coming Storm
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10% will do it! The link she attached took me to the
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute website. (Rensselaer, in case you don’t know, was founded in 1824
and is the nation’s oldest technological university.
It is located in Troy, New York and is proclaimed to
be “the next” MIT.)8 The Institute was making an
important news release. This is what it said:

Minority Rules: Scientists Discover
Tipping Point for the Spread of Ideas
“Scientists at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
have found that when just 10 percent of the population holds an unshakable belief, their belief will
always be adopted by the majority of the society.

Government is the opposite of liberty. Do not be
afraid if this government goes down. Mises reminds
us that “Every nation, whether rich or poor, powerful or feeble, can at any hour once again adopt the
gold standard.” It “...is independent of the policies
of governments and political parties. This is its advantage. It is a form of protection against spendthrift governments.”
Let us be about the business of teaching everyone
Austrian Economics, The Sound Money Solution
and Privatized Banking.

When the number of committed opinion holders
is below 10 percent, there is no visible progress in
the spread of ideas.
Once that number grows above 10 percent, the
idea spreads like a flame.”
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute9
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Equipment
Financing
with IBC

PART II: Using Policy Loans
to Grow Wealth Faster
by Robert P. Murphy, PhD
In last month’s issue, I discussed one of the most
important parts of Nelson Nash’s book Becoming Your
Own Banker, namely Part IV on Equipment Financing.
I walked through (what I called) the base case, where
a hypothetical individual had a whole life policy and
did not take out any policy loans. Nash’s purpose in
this portion of his analysis was to establish a baseline so
that we could isolate the effects of the Infinite Banking
Concept (IBC) proper, as opposed to just using whole
life insurance the way a textbook would recommend.
In the present article, I will finish the analysis by
walking through Nelson’s treatment of the hypothetical
individual using his whole life policy to finance purchases
of large logging trucks for his business. We will see that
our individual grows wealthier even relative to the base
case. In other words, we will see that if you use your whole
life policy productively, you will hit wealth milestones
faster than if you let it sit in the corner and merely make
your premium payments on it.
Equipment Financing with IBC, Part II

Refresher: The Base Case
Because we need the base case to understand the
(relative) advantages of using IBC to finance equipment
purchases, we reproduce Nelson’s “Equipment Financing
Illustration 1,” which appears on page 54 of the Fifth
Edition of his book (next page).
Recall the precise context of our story: We are
dealing with a man who runs a logging company with four
trucks. Initially, the man finances all four trucks through
a conventional, outside lender. For each truck, the man
must finance $52,600, which he does over a four-year
period before turning in the truck and buying a new one.
Based on the specific details that existed when Nelson
constructed the example, the market rate of interest on
this commercial loan was a bit higher than 15%. Since
the man (by assumption) turned in the trucks every four
years, it worked out that 27 cents of every dollar paid to
the finance company was in the form of pure interest.
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NET ANN
OUTLAY

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

$40,000
$40,000
$40,000
$40,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
-$92,000
-$92,000
-$92,000
-$92,000
-$92,000
-$92,000
-$92,000
-$92,000
-$92,000
-$92,000
-$92,000
-$92,000
-$92,000
-$92,000
-$92,000
-$92,000
-$92,000
-$92,000
-$92,000

ANNUAL
LOAN

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

GROSS
INTEREST

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

EQUIPMENT FINANCING ILLUSTRATION 1
CUMULATIVE LOAN
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

TOTAL
DIVIDEND

$0
$0
$2,821
$4,494
$6,339
$6,359
$6,827
$7,393
$8,032
$8,735
$9,500
$10,325
$11,273
$12,233
$13,296
$14,409
$15,634
$16,910
$18,311
$19,792
$21,417
$24,093
$26,019
$28,159
$30,523
$33,096
$35,871
$38,806
$41,992
$45,331
$48,898
$52,841
$56,994
$61,623
$66,577
$71,942
$76,620
$77,785
$79,063
$80,346
$81,504
$82,915
$84,504
$86,348
$88,419
$90,626
$92,892
$95,007
$97,032
$98,942
$100,818
$102,769
$104,913
$107,355
$110,096

NET CASH
VALUE YR END
$24,029
$65,282
$109,637
$157,363
$167,182
$177,803
$189,303
$201,772
$215,294
$229,940
$245,790
$262,987
$281,585
$301,720
$323,507
$347,078
$372,555
$400,109
$429,894
$462,092
$496,851
$534,403
$575,015
$618,942
$666,427
$717,776
$773,220
$833,139
$897,818
$967,607
$1,042,969
$1,124,212
$1,211,884
$1,306,418
$1,408,285
$1,517,320
$1,535,083
$1,553,719
$1,573,317
$1,593,760
$1,615,244
$1,637,846
$1,661,661
$1,686,737
$1,713,164
$1,740,933
$1,769,997
$1,800,385
$1,832,206
$1,865,492
$1,900,340
$1,936,871
$1,975,174
$2,015,361
$2,057,446

CUM NET
OUTLAY
$40,000
$80,000
$120,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$160,000
$68,000
-$24,000
-$116,000
-$208,000
-$300,000
-$392,000
-$484,000
-$576,000
-$668,000
-$760,000
-$852,000
-$944,000
-$1,036,000
-$1,128,000
-$1,220,000
-$1,312,000
-$1,404,000
-$1,496,000
-$1,588,000

DEATH
BENEFIT
$1,342,420
$1,448,237
$1,565,319
$1,684,787
$1,651,077
$1,617,227
$1,586,373
$1,558,701
$1,534,303
$1,513,222
$1,495,466
$1,481,114
$1,470,253
$1,462,786
$1,458,790
$1,458,250
$1,461,233
$1,467,729
$1,477,823
$1,491,562
$1,510,003
$1,533,598
$1,561,290
$1,593,313
$1,629,892
$1,671,237
$1,717,463
$1,768,699
$1,825,120
$1,886,785
$1,953,959
$2,026,980
$2,106,079
$2,191,756
$2,284,301
$2,406,948
$2,388,186
$2,366,852
$2,348,032
$2,331,513
$2,317,164
$2,305,388
$2,296,355
$2,290,342
$2,287,491
$2,287,799
$2,291,093
$2,297,030
$2,305,422
$2,316,087
$2,329,013
$2,344,345
$2,362,370
$2,383,436
$2,407,736
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Illustration 1 depicts a “life paid up at 65” policy
with a base premium of $15,000 and an initial death
benefit of $1,233,439. (This information appears at the
top left of the illustration in Nelson’s book.) This means
the owner of the policy is contractually obligated to pay
$15,000 per year in premiums until age 65, at which point
he no longer owes the insurance company any money.
As I spelled out in detail in last month’s issue, the
death benefit on this policy grows over time, because the
man reinvests his dividends by paying Paid Up Additions
(PUA). In effect each burst of a dividend reinvestment
gets him a “mini-policy” configured much like the
original policy, except that these mini-policies are 1-pay,
meaning the man’s base premium doesn’t change. Each
one-shot purchase of additional insurance is fully funded
at the moment of purchase, so that the death benefit,
cash value, and future dividend earnings increase, but
without any additional premium obligation.
Last month, I spent most of the article explaining
the ebb and flow of the total death benefit (in the far

some of his additional insurance, in order to suck the
cash out. It is the exact opposite of buying PUAs.) But
eventually, even with the $92,000 annual withdrawals, the
death benefit begins rising again, because the dividends
grow so large that they eventually exceed $92,000. Thus,
what happens at the end of life is that the man draws out
his $92,000 from the dividends, and uses whatever’s left
over to buy additional insurance (thus boosting the death
benefit).

Tax Consequences:
Why Partial Surrenders
Might Be A Bad Idea
As I alluded to last issue, Nelson does not think
our hypothetical man is using his whole life policy in a
wise fashion, as depicted in Illustration 1. In particular,
Nelson recommends that people pump as much money
as possible into their policies, rather than turning them

If you use your whole life policy productively,
you will hit wealth milestones faster than
if you let it sit in the corner and merely make
your premium payments on it.
right column). It fell from Age 34 through 45, because in
these years the contractual premium payment of $15,000
was higher than the dividend earnings, and the man was
no longer kicking any money into the policy. (In order
to build up the cash value early on—which would be
necessary in order for this policy to serve as a “bank”
that could finance equipment purchases—Nelson had
the man front-load the policy in the first four years with
$40,000 contributions.)
However, from age 46 through 65, the dividend
payment each year is higher than the $15,000 contractual
premium. That’s why the death benefit rises annually in
this period, because the man is paying the premium with
his dividend earnings, then using what’s left over to buy
additional insurance.
From age 66 onward, the man begins drawing out
passive income of $92,000 per year, which knocks down
the death benefit. (Technically, the man is surrendering
Equipment Financing with IBC, Part II

on “autopilot” by letting dividends earnings pay the
premiums. There is also the fact that this hypothetical
man (in Illustration 1) relies on partial surrenders of
insurance, rather than policy loans, whenever he needs
to take money out of the policy (on net) in a given year.
So why did Nelson set the table up in this fashion?
Why would he walk newcomers through an illustration,
that has a man doing things Nelson might not endorse?
The reason is that this Illustration 1 isn’t supposed
to teach the reader about funding retirement income
(although Nelson doesn’t like that term and prefers
“passive income” since he doesn’t let anybody off the hook
from working until death!). Rather, Nelson is building up
to the equipment financing powers of IBC. So he needs
Illustration 1 to be the base case, namely to have a whole
life policy that would be capable of providing financing
for the first logging truck, but where this capability isn’t
exercised by the owner. Since financing the logging truck
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will involve policy loans, Nelson doesn’t want any policy
loans in Illustration 1 at all; their presence would confuse
the reader and make it harder to isolate the contribution
of IBC per se, over and above the simple strategy of
getting a whole life policy at age 30 and hanging onto
it until death.
When the man in Illustration 1 takes money out

to grow year after year, meaning his annual dividends
would continue to grow. Thus the income stream from
his insurance would be larger, compared to the situation
where he took no loans from the insurance company
and instead financed his needs through surrenders. The
numerical tradeoff between these two forces would
depend on many factors, but the important point is that
they are both relevant to the man’s overall wealth.

WHEN THE MAN in Illustration 1 takes money
out through partial surrenders—this is what
makes the death benefit go down in certain
years—he is effectively undoing the work
he had done earlier.
through partial surrenders—this is what makes the
death benefit go down in certain years—he is effectively
undoing the work he had done earlier, when building
the policy up. Since Nelson’s philosophy views the policy
as a “bank” that is being capitalized, such behavior is
counterproductive. It would be akin to selling off pieces
of your business whenever you had cash flow difficulties.
Rather than this strategy, the man in Illustration
1 could have used policy loans. With this technique, the
insurance company allocates the needed money to the
man—such as $92,000 per year in his later years—but in
those years when dividends don’t cover the full amount,
the difference is lent by the insurance company itself,
with the underlying cash value of the policy serving as
collateral on the loan.
To be sure, there is a major downside of borrowing
from anybody, including the insurance company: You
have to pay interest. The actual, contractual interest
payments on a policy loan go directly to the insurance
company, not “back into the policy.” (In the next section
we’ll see the sense in which a portion of a typical interest
payment really does accrue directly to the policy owner,
not the insurance company.) Whenever the man carries
a loan balance on the insurance company’s books, his
net worth grows more slowly than it would, other things
equal, because the loan grows with interest.
However, not all things are equal. For starters, since
the man wouldn’t have partially surrendered any of his
insurance coverage, his death benefit would continue
Equipment Financing with IBC, Part II

However, there is another major consideration:
taxes. When taking dividends as cash or when partially
surrendering a policy, the owner can only take up to the
historical “cost basis” (how much he has pumped into the
policy in premiums, without considering the time-value
of money) with no tax event. In Illustration 1, the cost
basis is $160,000 by the fourth year (see the second last
column, “CUM NET OUTLAY”).
Notice what happens to the cumulative net outlay
column once the man begins drawing out $92,000 per
year. Not only does the death benefit start dropping
(again), but the cumulative net outlay is reduced dollarfor-dollar. When the net outlay goes negative—this
happens at age 67, when the $92,000 draw knocks the
previous cumulative outlay of $68,000 down to a negative
$24,000—the IRS will suddenly become quite interested
in the festivities. It will now say to the man, in effect, “At
this point, in your 67th year of age, you are finally taking
out more money from this policy than you ever put in.
Clearly then, this has generated net income for you. Thus,
we are going to start taxing it, just like we would tax your
investment earnings in other financial assets.”
Yet what if the man at age 67 took out the $92,000
not by a partial surrender, but instead through a $92,000
policy loan? In this case, the IRS would not treat it as
taxable income. This is for the simple accounting reality
that a loan isn’t really income.
Thus we see that a policy loan, rather than a partial
surrender, might be the more sensible way to draw a
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cash flow out of a whole life policy, especially in later
years. Even in the “worst” case, where the policy owner
never pays back a cent on the loan—letting it grow
exponentially with interest until he dies and the policy
loan is extinguished by being paid out of the death benefit
proceeds—it’s possible that the savings in income tax
more than compensate for the lifetime interest charges
on the policy loan. Considering this factor, as well as the
higher growth in dividends, the policy loan route might
be far wiser than partially surrendering.

Finally: Equipment Financing
Now that we’ve covered the preliminaries, we can
finally jump into the heart of the example: We can now
analyze what happens when the man uses his whole life
policy—at first configured just as it was in Illustration
1—to finance the purchase of a logging truck. The new
scenario is laid out in Illustration 2 on the next page.
In Illustration 2, the man first has to capitalize his
“bank.” That’s why he can’t finance his trucks with it in
the first four years, because in this period he is building
up his cash value with large contributions over and above
his contractually required $15,000 premium. (In other
words, he is kicking in an extra $25,000 per year via a
Paid Up Additions rider—bringing the total outlay to
$40,000—even though he is not obligated to do so, by
his insurance contract.)
In Year 5 (Age 34) the fun begins. The man has
to borrow $52,600 initially, because that’s the net outof-pocket expense to him of a new logging truck (after
accounting for the trade-in value of his old truck). In
other words, back in Illustration 1 when the man wasn’t
using his whole life policy to help with his business,
he had to finance $52,600 from outsiders whenever he
acquired a new truck.
Now, Nelson supposes that the man keeps a given
truck for four years before turning it over for a new one.
That means his financing strategy must pay off the policy

loan after the fourth year. Well, $52,600 divided by 4
equals $13,150, so you might at first think the man has
to pay back $13,150 each year to the insurance company
to knock out his policy loan by the end of the cycle.
Ah, but there is interest. In Nelson’s example, when
the man borrowed the $52,600 from the insurance
company as a policy loan, there was a contractual 8%
interest rate. Thus the man would actually have to pay
more than $13,150 per year, in order to reduce the total
outstanding policy loan to $0 by the time he had to turn
in his old truck and finance the purchase of a new one.
Using an online amortization calculator, I reckon the
man owes the insurance company $1,284 per month, in
order to knock out a $52,600 loan at 8% after four years.
Here is the crucial part of the story. Nelson does not
recommend that the man merely pay the bare minimum
to the insurance company. Instead, Nelson says the man
should stick to his original stream of payments on the
truck. In other words, even though the man can borrow
from the insurance company at 8%, the man should
still make monthly payments on the truck as if he had
borrowed the $52,600 from the outside finance company,
which (Nelson shows) charges him about 15% on the
loan.
Back when the man financed using outside lenders,
his monthly truck payment was $1,502 (as Nelson
reports on page 52). Rather than pay only $1,284—as
the arrangement with the insurance company would
require, if the man wants to achieve a $0 loan balance
after four years—Nelson wants the man to send the
insurance company the full $1,502 per month. To repeat,
the man’s overall household cash flow situation is the same
in Illustration 2 as it was in Illustration 1. That is, the man
is still able to go to the movies, eat out at restaurants, and
take vacations just as he did in the first few decades of
Illustration 1.
So what’s the magic trick? We can look at the cash
value and the death benefit columns in Illustrations
1 versus 2, and clearly in the second case the man is

WHAT IS the source of
the “magic” of IBC in this simple example
of equipment financing?
Equipment Financing with IBC, Part II
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YEAR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

AGE
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

August 2012
NET ANN
OUTLAY
$40,000
$40,000
$40,000
$40,000
-$34,600
$18,000
$18,000
$18,000
-$34,600
$18,000
$18,000
$18,000
-$34,600
$18,000
$18,000
$18,000
-$34,600
$18,000
$18,000
$18,000
-$34,600
$18,000
$18,000
$18,000
-$34,600
$18,000
$18,000
$18,000
-$34,600
$18,000
$18,000
$18,000
-$34,600
$18,000
$18,000
$18,000
-$100,000
-$125,000
-$125,000
-$125,000
-$125,000
-$125,000
-$125,000
-$125,000
-$125,000
-$125,000
-$125,000
-$125,000
-$125,000
-$125,000
-$125,000
-$125,000
-$125,000
-$125,000
-$125,000

ANNUAL
LOAN
$0
$0
$0
$0
$40,745
-$12,551
-$13,555
-$14,639
$40,745
-$12,550
-$13,555
-$14,639
$40,745
-$12,550
-$13,554
-$14,639
$40,745
-$12,550
-$13,554
-$14,639
$40,745
-$12,550
-$13,554
-$14,638
$40,745
-$12,550
-$13,554
-$14,638
$40,745
-$12,550
-$13,554
-$14,638
$40,745
-$12,549
-$983
-$17,262
-$9,966
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

EQUIPMENT FINANCING ILLUSTRATION 2

GROSS
INTRST
$0
$0
$0
$0
$2,784
$2,088
$1,084
$0
$2,784
$2,089
$1,084
$0
$2,784
$2,089
$1,085
$0
$2,784
$2,089
$1,085
$1
$2,784
$2,089
$1,085
$1
$2,785
$2,089
$1,085
$1
$2,785
$2,089
$1,085
$1
$2,785
$2,090
$2,017
$738
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

CUM
LOAN
$0
$0
$0
$0
$40,745
$28,194
$14,640
$1
$40,746
$28,195
$14,641
$2
$40,747
$28,196
$14,642
$3
$40,748
$28,198
$14,643
$5
$40,750
$28,200
$14,645
$7
$40,752
$28,202
$14,648
$10
$40,756
$28,206
$14,653
$15
$40,761
$28,211
$27,228
$9,966
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

TOTAL
DIVID
$0
$0
$2,821
$4,494
$6,339
$5,835
$6,641
$7,634
$8,750
$8,997
$10,172
$11,506
$13,022
$13,620
$15,196
$16,928
$18,838
$19,882
$21,920
$24,175
$26,643
$29,261
$32,025
$35,154
$38,604
$41,393
$45,296
$49,514
$54,105
$57,975
$62,989
$68,587
$74,535
$80,157
$87,071
$95,071
$102,076
$104,516
$106,120
$107,725
$109,155
$110,913
$112,895
$115,203
$117,800
$120,562
$123,389
$126,004
$128,488
$130,807
$133,068
$135,414
$137,995
$140,948
$144,273

NET CASH
VALUE YR
END

$24,029
$65,282
$109,637
$157,363
$129,387
$155,945
$184,927
$216,568
$193,570
$225,539
$260,375
$298,379
$282,226
$321,600
$364,450
$411,071
$404,228
$453,637
$507,320
$565,630
$571,379
$634,365
$702,736
$776,947
$799,921
$881,561
$969,987
$1,065,819
$1,112,034
$1,218,591
$1,333,894
$1,458,494
$1,535,684
$1,675,538
$1,826,253
$1,988,254
$2,035,134
$2,058,047
$2,082,100
$2,107,133
$2,133,392
$2,160,972
$2,189,983
$2,220,485
$2,252,578
$2,286,240
$2,321,397
$2,358,074
$2,396,400
$2,436,406
$2,478,201
$2,521,930
$2,567,695
$2,615,623
$2,665,716

CUM NET
OUTLAY
$40,000
$80,000
$120,000
$160,000
$125,400
$143,400
$161,400
$179,400
$144,800
$162,800
$180,800
$198,800
$164,200
$182,200
$200,200
$218,200
$183,600
$201,600
$219,600
$237,600
$203,000
$221,000
$239,000
$257,000
$222,400
$240,400
$258,400
$276,400
$241,800
$259,800
$277,200
$295,800
$261,200
$279,200
$297,200
$315,200
$215,200
$90,200
-$34,800
-$159,800
-$284,800
-$409,800
-$534,800
-$659,800
-$784,800
-$909,800
-$1,034,800
-$1,159,800
-$1,284,800
$1,409,800
-$1,534,800
-$1,659,800
-$1,784,800
-$1,909,800
-$2,034,800

DEATH
BENEFIT
$1,342,420
$1,448,237
$1,565,319
$1,684,787
$1,623,887
$1,613,616
$1,608,902
$1,609,727
$1,559,233
$1,563,333
$1,573,190
$1,588,842
$1,553,357
$1,573,180
$1,598,918
$1,630,573
$1,611,186
$1,647,702
$1,690,350
$1,739,228
$1,738,388
$1,795,515
$1,859,477
$1,930,588
$1,952,136
$2,031,725
$2,119,304
$2,214,986
$2,262,110
$2,368,087
$2,482,990
$2,607,224
$2,684,155
$2,821,850
$2,977,525
$3,158,537
$3,164,149
$3,134,075
$3,106,363
$3,081,626
$3,059,592
$3,040,867
$3,025,638
$3,014,273
$3,006,960
$3,003,673
$3,004,192
$3,008,332
$3,014,857
$3,024,486
$3,036,856
$3,052,142
$3,070,705
$3,093,000
$3,119,289
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growing wealthier, faster. What precisely is driving this
result? What is the source of the “magic” of IBC in this
simple example of equipment financing?
To get a hint, look back at the “CUM NET
OUTLAY” column in Illustration 1. It grew by $40,000
per year until maxing out at $160,000 in year 4, and then
it stayed there until retirement. This underscored the
fact that the man didn’t kick another penny into the policy
after the fourth year. (To repeat, now we are going to
see exactly why Nelson had the man behave this way in
Illustration 1, even though in reality Nelson would never
recommend that someone do so!)
Now look at the net outlay column in Illustration 2.
At first, as the man is capitalizing his “bank,” it rises up

shows $1, because of rounding. The cumulative net outlay
is now $179,400. Notice that this is higher than it ever
was in Illustration 1. So now we see what’s going on: In
Illustration 2, the man is kicking more money into his policy
on net than he ever did in Illustration 1. That’s why the
cash value and death benefit are higher in Illustration 2,
year by year, compared to Illustration 1.
But where did this extra money come from? How is
it possible that the man kicked in more money over the
4-year loan cycle, compared to his behavior in Illustration
1? Didn’t we stress the fact that the man’s household
lifestyle was exactly the same in both scenarios?
The answer is that the insurance company was only
charging 8% on the policy loan, but the man continued

BY SIMPLY REDIRECTING the cash flow
that he already was committed to making,
our hypothetical logger can build wealth
in his whole life policy more rapidly than
was possible in Illustration 1.
to $160,000 by year 4, just as in the base case. But then
it drops down, reflecting the net policy loan of $34,600.
(This figure results from the gross loan of $52,600, less
that year’s loan repayment of $18,000.) Notice that the
cumulative net outlay has thus dropped by precisely
$34,600, from year 4’s value of $160,000 down to year 5’s
value of $125,400.
In years 6 through 8, the man makes $18,000
annual loan repayments, just as he would have done to
the outside financing agency in Illustration 1. To repeat,
this $18,000 outlay doesn’t represent a new burden to
the man; he was already paying it in Illustration 1, it’s
just that we couldn’t see it anywhere, since it had nothing
to do with his whole life policy. Notice that in each of
these years, the “CUM NET OUTLAY” column grows
by $18,000 per year. For example, $18,000 + $125,400 =
$143,400, which is precisely the cumulative net outlay
shown in year 6.
Now notice something interesting: By the end of
the 4-year loan cycle—i.e. by year 8, the loan is paid
off completely; that’s why the “CUM LOAN” column
Equipment Financing with IBC, Part II

“making payments” as if it were charging him the 15%
that the original finance company charged. Remember,
the man actually only needed to pay about $1,284 per
month to not fall behind with the insurance company.
Yet in practice he paid $1,502. Thus in the first month,
the man paid an additional $218 to reduce the principal
on his policy loan. Had he been with the original finance
company, this $218 would have been consumed in finance
charges (i.e. interest on the loan), but at the insurance
company’s lower interest rate, that same $218 could be
thrown at the overall debt.
Look at the “CUM LOAN” column in year 7.
It shows that by this point—after that year’s $18,000
annual loan payment—there is only $14,640 left on the
loan. Tacked on top of that principal, there will also be
a $1,084 interest charge (shown in the column to the
left). That means the next (and final) “loan payment” of
$18,000 in year 8, will more than extinguish the policy
loan. At this point, more than $2,000 in extra money can
be used to buy additional insurance.
To double-check that our treatment here is
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Conclusion

consistent with Nelson’s understanding of what’s
happening, look at footnote 1 on page 58 where he
writes: “Actually, this “interest” is not really interest—it is
additional premium (capital) that has been paid into the
policy, that equals the interest that was being paid to the
finance company. That is the reason that it is adding to the
cost basis of the policy.”
Once you see how the process works for the first
purchase, you can step back and view the 4-year cycle
throughout the man’s life. Although the cumulative net
outlay drops sharply every 4 years with the purchase of
a new truck, it rises steadily as the loan is repaid (and
then some). Every fourth year, the cumulative outlay has
hit a new peak, showing how the man, over the years, is
funneling more and more money into the purchase of
additional insurance.

Equipment Financing with IBC, Part II

By simply redirecting the cash flow that he already
was committed to making, our hypothetical logger can
build wealth in his whole life policy more rapidly than
was possible in Illustration 1. Indeed, by age 66 the
man in the second scenario begins drawing out a much
larger retirement income, and still keeps his total death
benefit at $3.1 million by age 84. In contrast, the man in
Illustration 1 drew a smaller retirement income, and was
only able to keep his death benefit treading water at a
level of $2.4 million.
Nelson’s simple equipment financing example
shows the power of using the Infinite Banking Concept
to supplement the natural virtues of a standard whole
life policy. Every household should consider a policy,
but business owners in particular should consider large
policies—particularly “front-loaded” ones—that will
serve them as an alternative lending facility, freeing them
from dependence on commercial lenders.
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The
Liberty
Train
Is Coming
Statists, Get On Board or Out of the Way
Lawrence (Larry) W. Reed

is the President of the Foundation for Economic Education (FEE),
headquartered in Irvington, New York. He previously served for
two decades as President of the Mackinac Center for Public Policy,
which under his leadership emerged as the largest and one of the
most effective and prolific of over 40 state-based “free market”
think tanks in the country. Reed holds a B.A. degree in Economics
from Grove City College (1975) and an M.A. degree in History
from Slippery Rock State University (1978), both in Pennsylvania.
He taught economics at Michigan’s Northwood University from
1977 to 1984 and chaired the Department of Economics from
1982 to 1984. He designed the university’s unique dual major in
Economics and Business Management and founded its annual,
highly-acclaimed “Freedom Seminar.”
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Lara-Murphy Report:
How did you discover Austrian economics?

Larry Reed: My ideological journey

has its roots in a visceral (but not at first very thorough
or philosophical) anti-communism. In August 1968,
a month short of my 15th birthday, I participated
in a demonstration in downtown Pittsburgh
against the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia. It
was sponsored by Young Americans for Freedom,
which I immediately joined. That put me instantly
on the mailing list for “The Freeman,” the journal
of the organization I now lead, the Foundation
for Economic Education (FEE). This is a story
I’ve told in “The Freeman” itself, here: http://
www.thefreemanonline.org/columns/ideas-andconsequences/the-sound-of-freedom/. When I
published my first article there in 1977, it was very
Austrian as you might imagine from its title, “A
Critique of Mathematical Economics.”
As I read articles in “The Freeman” by Henry Hazlitt,
Ludwig von Mises, Hans Sennholz, and others
of the Austrian School in my teens, my interests
gravitated from a narrow hostility to tyranny and
oppression to an ever-deeper understanding of what
makes humans tick, one person at a time. I was
captivated from the start by the Austrian emphasis
on rigorous methodological individualism, which
has framed the way I see the world in all the 40+
years since. After hearing a lecture by Hans Sennholz

The Liberty Train Is Coming

at a convention in New Jersey in March 1971, two
months before my high school graduation, I made
plans to transfer from the University of Pittsburgh
(where I was scheduled to begin my undergraduate
studies in September) to Grove City College. I
attended Pitt only one semester and was able to get
into Grove City starting in January 1972. For the
next three and a half years, I soaked in every jot and
tittle of Austrian economics I could get my hands
on and my head around. Since Sennholz was one
of only four people who had earned his PhD under
the tutelage of Mises, it was almost like getting my
Austrian economics from the great man himself.
Sennholz was a fabulous inspiration and a terrific
teacher.
I should mention as well that during that one fall
1971 semester at Pitt before moving on to Grove
City College, I gave my Keynesian economics
professor fits. I was already well-read and selfeducated in the work of Mises, Rothbard, and other
Austrians by that point. I recall so well the time when
my Pitt prof (he was indeed the pits) “explained” the
business cycle in typical, infantile Keynesian fashion.
In response, I drew from Rothbard and asked him,
“How do you account for the common features of
every cycle, namely, a sudden and general cluster
of business errors, a greater fluctuation in capital
goods industries than we find in consumer goods
industries, and an inflation of money and credit prior
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to the downturn?” His dismissive, uninformed nonreply confirmed the wisdom of my decision to stop
subsidizing his idiocy and get some real economics.

LMR:

You’ve had quite a few interesting
experiences in foreign lands. Care to share any
stories?

LR:

I could go on for many hours (and pages) but
let me share a few. I’ll preface them by saying I have
learned a great deal in traveling to some 81 countries
since 1985. Many of those trips involved working
underground with anti-communist and antisocialist movements behind the Iron Curtain. Those
visits strengthened my appreciation for the extent
to which freedom-loving people will sometimes
go to assert their natural rights against great odds
and obstacles. What I saw and heard proved again
and again the amazing power of markets and the
enervating impact of political interventions, and
reaffirmed in me a desire to assist in any way I can
those who support the values of a free society.
In Poland in 1986, I spent most of two weeks with
underground activists. When I visited with a friendly
professor and a group of students at Jagiellonian
University in Krakow, I was amazed that they were
reading Rothbard’s The Mystery of Banking because
it was only a few months before that I had secured
a copy myself ! I was also incredibly impressed with
the extent of the underground printing network. At

a secret dinner party hosted for me by underground
printers, I saw samples of great works of freedom
and Austrian economics in particular that had been
illegally translated into Polish, illegally printed, and
illegally distributed around the country. At one
point I asked those printers, “Where do you guys
get all the paper to print these things since the
government owns all the printing presses?” A young
man named Pawel answered with a smile, “We get
it from two places. One, we smuggle it in from the
West. Two, we steal it from communists.” He meant
that even in the government’s own printing plants,
enough of the workers were already on the side of
the opposition that they smuggled the paper out
and in some cases, even printed anti-socialist stuff
on the government’s own printing presses.
In 1989, I visited Cambodia with my late friend, Dr.
Haing S. Ngor, who won an Oscar for his role in the
film, “The Killing Fields.” Seeing the torture cells
and piles of human skulls—the fruit of the Khmer
Rouge collectivist philosophy—chilled me to the
bone. I recommend a visit to Cambodia for anyone
who is oblivious to what the concentration of power
can do.
I made five visits to the old Soviet Union, the last
one in August 1991, just two weeks before the coup
against Gorbachev. When I learned that people were
routinely using “Pravda” (the official Communist
Party newspaper) for the toilet paper they often

“ I have traveled to some 81
countries since 1985. Many of
those trips involved working
underground with anti-communist
and anti-socialist movements
behind the Iron Curtain.”
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couldn’t find in stores, I knew the days of the Evil
Empire were numbered. What a shame that it
took so many decades for so many to learn what
Mises told us nearly a century ago—that socialism
inevitably yields chaos because it cannot calculate.
Where private property is nonexistent and prices
are bureaucratic edicts, the result is pathetic and
disastrous.
One of the many overseas friends I’ve made over
the years is Elbegdorj Tsakhia, the current president
of Mongolia. He was prime minister twice and I
visited him when he was PM the second time, in
2004. I had previously learned from him when he
visited me in Michigan that during his first time as
PM, he privatized the entire national herd of yaks,
some 25 million of the hairy beasts. Their numbers
under 75 years of communism hadn’t budged, and
when he came into power he determined that “yaks
were not a core function of government.” So when
I was in his office in 2004, I asked him, “What’s the
latest on all those yaks you sold to the herdsmen?”
With great pride, he told me that in just the first
three years of privatization, the yak herd had swelled
to 32 million. Apparently, when the yak is yours,
you take better care of him. That’s an elemental
principle a lot of political science, sociology, and
even some economics professors in the U.S. haven’t
learned yet.

LMR: How do you view the roles of organizations

“ At FEE, we are focused more
generally on basic economic
education and our audience is
the world.”

The Liberty Train Is Coming

like Michigan’s Mackinac Center for Public Policy,
versus the Foundation for Economic Education
(FEE)? (We ask since you’ve been president of
both.) Is it right to say that the former focused on
specific policy analysis, whereas the latter tries to
broadly educate the public on economic literacy?

LR: Yes, that is essentially correct. What Mackinac
does is also state-focused, by which I mean focused
on one state, Michigan. However, in the 21 years I
was its president, we always looked for ways to show
that free market principles do apply at any level, and
that the smart politicians in Michigan (as in any
state) are those who are humble and honest enough
to keep out of other people’s business and minimize
the State’s intrusiveness.
At FEE, we are focused more generally on basic
economic education and our audience is the world.
Our focus now is on high school and college
students, the relative “newcomers” to liberty who
have the potential to become future activists on
liberty’s behalf. We think it’s best to reach these
young people when their political and economic
ideas are not yet well-formed, then inspire and
educate them with liberty and sound economics.
I’m happy to report that interest in what we teach is
greater than ever among this age group. We’re setting
records each year in the number of applications
for our summer seminars, for example. I’m also
happy to report that we’ve made great progress at
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FEE on many other things: In the four years I’ve
been president, and with the help of a younger and
wonderful team, we’ve developed a comprehensive
strategic plan involving exciting new directions;
we’ve fixed the organization’s finances; and we’re
preparing to cut our operating costs substantially by
moving everything from our ancestral headquarters
in Irvington, New York to Atlanta, Georgia next
year.

So some groups like Mackinac work on state-level
policy. Others work on national or international
policy. Still others like FEE work on education.
We’re all necessary parts of the picture. Liberty
isn’t automatic or guaranteed. We all have to work
for it. If we let up, or assume that liberty is just on
automatic pilot, we will end up like most people in
history—suffering at the hands of power-hungry
zealots who love to push others around.

The roles of Mackinac and FEE are different but
they work toward the same end—a freer society
through education and better policy. We add an extra
component at FEE, which is character. A free society
is not possible among people who are dishonest,
arrogant, disrespectful of the lives and rights and
property of others, impatient, short-term-focused,
or dependent upon theft through State power
for their livelihoods. Hence, before we can fix the
problems of overgrown government, irresponsible
deficit spending, and incomprehensible debt, we
have to convince people to fix their character. We
emphasize that heavily these days at FEE. I like to
say that anybody can be a socialist. All it takes is the
desire to have what isn’t yours and the willingness
to use or hire force to get it. But liberty requires
higher standards of us. Each of us must search our
souls and ask ourselves if we can live up to those
high standards or just be another one of the several
billion people who have left little positive mark on
humanity because of their lousy personal character.

LMR: Following up on the last question: We
know the liberty movement is divided on questions
of strategy and tactics. Some people focus on getting
(say) the Republican candidate in a major election
to be a bit more libertarian, some people spread the
word about a third-party candidate because they
say the two-party system is corrupt, and others still
think that voting itself is a distraction from the real
task of evangelism and opting out of “the system.”
What’s your take on these debates?
LR:

I pretty much steer clear of such political
calculations. I realize that sooner or later, in order
to dismantle the gargantuan, liberty-destroying
State, somebody has to elect or get elected, then
repeal, retrench, abolish, and reform. But I leave
that to others because my specialty is to educate so
as to ultimately make those political jobs easier to
accomplish once there’s a broad consensus in favor
of them. That’s not a cop-out, it’s just a recognition
of the division of labor. I focus on what I do best,

“ Liberty isn’t automatic or guaranteed. We all have to work for it. If
we let up, we will end up like most
people in history—suffering at the
hands of power-hungry zealots
who love to push others around.”
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which is not political calculations. I’m willing to
say this much, however: the two-party system
certainly is corrupt, and that’s as much a reflection
of the erosion of personal character in the country
as it is a direct and inevitable consequence of the
concentration of power in the hands of politicians.
I’m for anybody who will slash the size and scope of
government, the more the better and the sooner the
better, and whatever the party.

LMR: What’s your take on the future prospects
for liberty? Should people be hopeful that the
surging popularity of Austrian economics and the
ease of Internet communication will make the
United States freer for our children? Or do you
agree with the cynics who think freedom-lovers
should leave the country?
LR: I respect all personal decisions regarding how

and when and where to be active for liberty because
I don’t believe any individual “owes it” to his country
to stick around if he doesn’t want to.
But as for me personally, it’s almost inconceivable
that things could get so bad that I would leave
America. I enjoy doing battle with those whose
views I oppose, and I plan to fight for mine to the
very end, no matter the cost. That’s in part because
I am an eternal (maybe even pathological) optimist.
Being an optimist is important, maybe even critical,
if the liberty movement is to succeed. If you’re
pessimistic, you won’t work very hard. You’ll concede
ground to the other side, in this case, the side that
wants to enslave others to the statist agenda. To give

up that fight is morally reprehensible to me. No one
is going to take away my liberties without a struggle;
if I became a pessimist I think I would cease to be
effective at persuading others to join in. Who wants
to join a losing cause?
The fact is, no matter how dark liberty’s prospects
may seem in the present, no one knows the future.
It can change on a dime, and when that happens
it will be apparent to all that it was made possible
because those who held fast to the right ideas didn’t
run and hide when they were most in peril. I want to
check out for my eternal reward someday being able
to echo what the Apostle Paul said on the eve of his
martyrdom, “I have fought the fight, I have finished
the race, I have kept the faith.” What more can one
man or one woman possibly do in this earthly life?
My optimism is more than blind faith or wishful
thinking. I really do think that the seeds are being
planted today for a revival of liberty in the future.
We may have to go through the economic ringer
before that occurs but if so, so be it. I don’t want
it ever to be said—and more importantly, I don’t
want my own conscience to say it—that I ever did
anything other than work for the best. If indeed our
ideas of liberty are as true as we know them to be,
then why on Earth would anyone ever want to give
up on them?
When I see lights go on in the minds of the young
people we teach, I am full of hope for the future.
Statists, look out. There’s a train coming at you and
you better get on board or get out of the way.

“ I enjoy doing battle with those whose
views I oppose, and I plan to fight for
mine to the very end, no matter the cost.
That’s in part because I am an eternal
(maybe even pathological) optimist.”
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Fund Your Own

Bailout.

If you don’t like giving large sums of money to banks and mortgage companies to finance your cars, homes, boats, capital
expenditures for business needs or any thing else you need to finance, then you are going to really like this alternative. The
rebirth of P rivatized B anking is underway. You can take advantage of the years of experience that these three authors in these two
books are offering you. Go to: www.usatrustonline.com click: store and look for both of these books among the other fine books.

